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Coast Guard Administration Minister inspects
patrol escort duties at the first defense patrol

region's eastern area Exclusive Economic Zone

Association representative acting director Hung Wu-jun, secretary general
Lin Yueh-ying et al hooraying upon arriving at the Suao Port cheering for
the Coast Guard

Administration Minister Syu Huei-
you, accompanied by fisherman

representatives, takes in briefings
aboard CGA Cutter Ho-Hisng
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C oast Guard Administration Minister Syu Huei-you has on board

Coast Guard Cutter Ho-Hsing this June 18th, 2005 sails out to

gain firsthand information from Coast Guard units on the station of

fishery escort operations in Taiwan's northern Exclusive Economic Zone

sea territories at the Na Kou Island.  He emphasizes that the

administration's fishery escorting policy remains unchanged, and the

Coast Guard Administration is determined to protect the safety of the

fishermen working within the interim maritime law enforcement

boundaries, and vows to keep up the safeguard without relaxing by

expanding the fishery escort territories matched to the fishermen's

needs.

Coast Guard Administration Minister Syu Huei-you, accompa-

nied by the executive directors of the Director General Maritime Patrol

Agency, arrives at Coast Guard Administrations' first patrol region in

Ilan a little after nine AM, and proceeds to dialog with fishermen repre-

sentatives from the Suao Fishermen's Association, emphasizing the
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A snapshot of Coast Guard men operating the
20mm machine gun

Administration Minister
receives interview by

accompanying press aboard
CGA Cutter Ho-Hsing
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administration's determination in fishery escorting, at which he ex-

changes candid opinions with the fishermen.  He also sails out on board

the largest Coast Guard Cutter, the 1800Tons Ho-Hsing to the northern

EEZ sea territories of the Na Kuo Island, where he is briefed with the

practical fishery escorting operations, and negotiates relevant subse-

quent coordination work.  The Coast Guard Administration empha-

sizes that the dialogs with the fishermen will continue proceed.

Administration Minister Syu and his companies later set sail on

board CGA Cutter Ho Hsing, joining the companies include Suao Dis-

trict Fishermen Association representative acting director general Hung

Wu-jun, former director Lin Yuan-ji, secretary general Lin Yueh-ying,

former Suao magistrate Lin Chi-shan, Ilan County lawmaker Chen

Cheng-nan, Fly Fishing Association director general Lin Kuang-hui and

several fishing boat captains.  Along the way, Coast Guard men give

20mm gun salute and water-jet fire drill practice, which garner wide-

spread applauds from the attendees, who unanimously agree that the

Coast Guard vessels ought to be equipped with more dynamic firearms

that would help to instill the fishermen's confidence.  The ship arrives

at the sensitive Sino-Japanese sea territorial zone at around 3:00PM,

but no fishing vessels from Taiwan or Japan has been spotted, during

the cruise, the vessels has horned out to CGA Cutter Keelung while in

the passing.  Minister Syu Huei-You, at the bridge, radios to the Tai-

wanese fishing vessels working in the area using the local fishermen

lingo of "Brazil", "Baozhaitien", in a move to discern the fishermen's

needs, who said that they have not spotted Japanese ships for days.

Lee Yuan-zhang, Captain of the FB #36 Zhu Fah, accompanying

the cruise expresses elation upon witnessing the fishermen's reflection,

who says, "The Minister has made the right decision in setting out the

sailing!" which helps to create a win-win situation for both the fisher-

men and the Coast Guard.  The entourage returns to the Suao Fishing

Port at around 6:00PM, where Minister Syu emphasizes upon arriving

at the port that the Coast Guard Administration has

never been more determined in its fishery escort

mission, and instructs a stepped-up communication

and mutual confidence building by dialoging with the

fishermen on security inspection, disaster rescue and

fishery escorting measures that would poise to instill a

firm stance and harbor fishermen's confidence, show-

case the government's determination in fishery

escorting.

Administration Minister Syu Huei-you and fishing boat captain Lee
Yuan-zhang radio to the Taiwanese fishing vessels working in the
area.




